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DESCRIPTION 

Digital Media is the process of analyzing, designing and developing interactive media. Digital Media I is 

the first-year digital media course where students will create and learn digital media applications while 

using elements of text, graphics, animation, sound, video, and digital imaging for various formats. These 

abilities will prepare students for entry-level multimedia positions and provide fundamental 21st Century  

Learning skills beneficial for other occupational/educational endeavors.  

 

 

STANDARDS, OBJECTIVES, AND INDICATORS       

STANDARD 6 8% of Exam Blueprint 

 STUDENTS WILL DEMONSTRATE PROPER PLANNING AND DESIGN BY UTILIZING AN 

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN MODEL SUCH AS ADDIE, ADOBE PROFESSIONAL DESIGN, 

RAPID DEPLOYMENT MODEL, AND SO FORTH IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF DIGITAL 

MEDIA PROJECTS.  

Objective 1: Understand and use the ADDIE Model. 

1. Analyze: Gather and process contextual information affecting the goals, 

structure, purpose, content, audience, and design of a project.  

2. Design: Plan the general look and scope of the application and the media 

it will use, along with the budget, tools, objectives, outline content, 

storyboard, and schedule.  

3. Develop: Collect and create digital media content and testing of the 

application. 

4. Implement: Publish the finished project and make it available to its 

audience.  

5. Evaluate: Assess the effectiveness of the project with the target 

audience and make adjustments in future revisions. 

Objective 2: Understand and use the Adobe professional design and development process. 

1. Define: Goals, target audience, content, and delivery requirements. 

2. Structure: flowchart to portray the overall structure and screen views 

of the project. 

3. Design: Design of comps, review with client, redesign from client 

feedback, and production storyboard. 

4. Build and test: Project production based on storyboards, technical and 

usability testing, revision, and final project presentation. 

5. Launch: Launch and publish project. 

STANDARD 7                         4% of Exam Blueprint 

Total Test Questions: 22         Levels: Grades 10-12                    Units of Credit: .50  

Prerequisites: Computer Literacy (Art Drawing suggested) 
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 STUDENTS WILL PARTICIPATE IN INDIVIDUAL AND TEAM (GROUP) ACTIVITIES. 

Objective 1: Demonstrate 21st Century Life and Career Skills in the ability to work 

individually in the completion of digital media projects. 

1. Demonstrate oral, written, and/or technological communication skills.  

2. Apply management skills in finding solutions to project problems. 

3. Monitor, define, prioritize, and complete tasks without direct 

supervision. 

4. Adapt to varied roles, job responsibilities, schedules, and context. 

5. Work effectively in a climate of ambiguity and changing priorities. 

6. Complete projects according to specified deadlines. 

Objective 2: Demonstrate 21st Century Life and Career Skills in the ability to work as a team 

member in the completion of digital media projects. 

1. Demonstrate oral, written, and/or technological communication skills by 

knowing when it is appropriate to listen and when it is appropriate to 

speak. 

2. Demonstrate the ability to respond open-mindedly to different ideas 

and values. 

3. Demonstrate the ability to leverage social and cultural differences to 

create new ideas and increase both innovation and quality of work. 

4. Apply management skills in finding solutions to project problems. 

5. Utilize organizational skills. 

6. Demonstrate the ability to use integrity and ethical behavior in using 

influence and power. 

7. Demonstrate the ability to inspire and leverage strengths of others to 

accomplish a common goal. 

8. Demonstrate the ability to conduct themselves in a respectable and 

professional manner. 

9. Set goals with tangible and intangible success criteria. 

10. Balance tactical (short-term) and strategic (long-term) goals. 

11. Describe the roles and responsibilities of members of a digital media 

team (i.e., project manager, programmer, graphic artist, audio/video 

specialist, subject matter expert (SME), animator, etc.). 

STANDARD 8                        35% of Exam Blueprint 

 STUDENTS WILL PRODUCE AND UTILIZE 2D ANIMATION. 

Objective 1: Animations: Create, manipulate, and appropriately use animations. 

1. Identify animation file formats and their appropriate use (e.g., MOV, 

SWF, FLV, GIF, FLA, WMV, m4v, AVI).  

2. Perform changes to position, scale, color, and properties of an animated 

object. 

3. Utilize Timeline animation (Frame-by-frame, Tween). 
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4. Create Key frame animation. 

5. Create Tween Animation (motion, shape, and path).  

6. Utilize Symbol/Instances. 

7. Utilize internal and external libraries. 

8. Import/Export assets. 

9. Publish/Packaging appropriately for delivery medium. 

Objective 2: Animation Techniques: Effectively use animation techniques. 

1. Recognize and apply major principles of animation (squash and stretch, 

anticipation, timing, staging). (See 12 principles of animation.) 

2. Effectively use the basic elements to create a story (setting, sequence 

and pacing, structure and plot, character and conflict, and resolution.) 

3. Include appropriate audio component. 

STANDARD 9                    33% of Exam Blueprint 

 STUDENTS WILL PLAN, CREATE, EDIT, AND PUBLISH DIGITAL VIDEO. 

Objective 1: Plan pre-production of creating digital video. 

1. Utilize a script. 

2. Create a storyboard. 

3. Build a shot plan. 

4. Create a necessary equipment list. 

5. Create an asset list. 

6. Create a project timeline. 

7. Define team member roles. 

8. Define necessary cast and characters. 

9. Adhere to Fair Use Guidelines for classroom projects, 

10. Organize "field shoot" and assign "field shoot" roles (Gaffer, Grip, 

Cameraman, Director, and Talent). 

Objective 2: Production stage of creating digital video. 

1. Create a setup/cleanup list and assign team member duties. 

2. Utilize appropriate video equipment (tripod, microphone, lights, 

camera). 

3. Demonstrate proper shooting techniques (camera settings, 

composition, lighting, POV, FOV). 

4. Use a shot plan. 

Objective 3: Post-production stage of creating digital video 

1. Capture video (downloading to computer). 

2. Use appropriate codec and resolution settings. 

3. Define asset management processes (naming conventions, cataloging, 

storage, and compression). 

4. Edit video (transitions, audio/video effects, titling [safe area], aspect 

ratio, credits, clips, etc.). 
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5. Export in appropriate format for intended use. 

6. Recognize and use appropriate video settings, i.e., resolution and 

regional standards such as NTSC or PAL (e.g., frame rates, frame size, 

compression).  

7. Identify video formats (e.g., SD, HD, AVI, MOV, SWF, WMV, MP4, m4v, 

FLV, VOB) and broadcast settings. 

8. Publish a digital video project. 

STANDARD 10     

 STUDENTS WILL PLAN, PRODUCE, EDIT, AND PUBLISH DIGITAL AUDIO. 

Objective 1: Plan and create digital audio. 

1. Prepare a script and record digital audio. 

2. Capture sound from an original or existing source. 

3. Recognize and use appropriate types of sound (voice over/narration, 

music, sound effects). 

Objective 2: Understand and edit digital audio. 

1. Edit sound. 

2. Apply special effects to audio files. 

3. Create audio envelopes. 

4. Understand and manipulate frequency, amplitude, decibel, pitch, 

sampling rate, and hertz. 

Objective 3: Export and publish digital audio. 

1. Identify and use different audio formats (e.g., WAV, MID, AU, MP3, AIF, 

RA, AAC, MP4, M4A, CDA).  

2. Add appropriate metadata.  

3. Import, export, and convert audio in different formats. 

4. Publish an audio project. 

Objective 4: Digital audio media management and players. 

1. Use Audio management tools (iTunes, Pandora, Windows Media Player, 

QuickTime, Real Player). 

2. Understand the use of libraries and playlists. 

3. Use appropriate digital audio containers, settings, and metadata. 

STANDARD 11      4% of Exam Blueprint 

 STUDENTS WILL CREATE BASIC WEB PAGES OR DOCUMENTS. 

Objective 1: Plan, create, edit, and publish a basic website. 

1. Plan and create a basic website of multiple pages that includes 

hyperlinks. 

2. Apply principles of good design in the website. 
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STANDARD 12      16% of Exam Blueprint 

 STUDENTS WILL EXPLORE NEW AND DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES. 

Objective 1: Develop an awareness of digital and collaborative technologies. 

1. Explore, identify, and discuss emerging technologies. 

2. Utilize document sharing and collaborating (Google Docs, Dropbox, 

Windows Live). 

3. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of Cloud Storage and 

computing. 

4. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using social networking, 

blogs, vlogs, Wikis, video conferencing, podcasting, RSS feeds, and 

webinars. 

STANDARD 13   

 STUDENTS WILL DESIGN AND DEVELOP VARIOUS PROJECTS TO ADD TO A DIGITAL 

PORTFOLIO. 

Objective 1: Create a digital portfolio adhering to copyright and Fair Use Guidelines of the 

student’s best work. 

1. Include 2D raster and vector digital graphics. 

2. Include animation sequences. 

3. Include digital video. 

4. Include digital audio. 

5. Include cross-curricular content (optional) 

Objective 2: Output portfolio projects to an appropriate delivery medium. 

1. Determine if appropriate for Computer-Based delivery (CB). 

2. Determine if appropriate for Web-Based delivery (WB). 

3. Determine if appropriate for delivery using DVD, Blue-Ray, MP3 

Players, tablets, cell phones, and other portable digital devices. 
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PERFORMANCE STANDARD EVALUATION CHECKLIST  

Student Name              

Instructor’s Name             

School        District       

  Performance Rating Scale: 

  

   Limited Skills.………….……....…Moderate Skills………….…………….High Skills 

 

Performance assessments may be completed and evaluated at any time during the course. The 

following performance skills are to be used in connection with the associated written exam.  To pass 

the performance standard the student must attain a performance standard average of 8 or higher on 

the rating scale.  Students may be encouraged to repeat the objectives until they average 8 or higher 

for the following elements: 

 

PERFORMANCE SKILLS STANDARDS 

STANDARD 6 – Demonstrate understanding of a Planning, Design, and 

Development process. 
Score: 

 

STANDARD 7 – Demonstrate the ability to work as a team member 

to project completion. 
Score: 

 

STANDARD 8 – Produce 2D Animation with audio. Score: 

 

STANDARD 9 – Produce and edit Digital Video. Score: 

 

STANDARD 10 – Produce and edit Digital Audio. Score: 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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PERFORMANCE SKILLS STANDARDS 

STANDARD 12 – Explore interactive and collaborative technologies. Score: 

 

STANDARD 13 – Create an interactive digital portfolio. Score: 

 

PERFORMANCE STANDARD AVERAGE Average: 
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